


Shikō Munakata | 棟方 志功
For the past 11 months we have been building a collection of prints from one of our absolute 
favourite printmakers, Shikō Munakata. Sourcing them from collections in Japan, to auction 
houses in the U.S.A, we are extremely proud (and excited) to present this simply stunning 
collection of lithographs spanning several decades of Munakata’s life. 

For those in need of a summarised introduction to Munakata, his linocuts and prints were 
key in the sosaku-hanga movement in the early 20th century – he gained widespread 
recognition in the Japanese print making community for his woodblocks and linoprints. This 
soon lead to international success. Following a trip to America in 1959, Munakata spent a 
year exhibiting across the entire country before returning to Japan to focus on print 
production. He continued to produce stunning works up until his death in 1975.

Throughout his life, Munakata worked closely with the Yaskawa company, who would    
publish annual editions of his works as lithographs. These lithographs would be distributed 
privately to friends and clients of the Yaskawa company – and thus were never able on the 
open market. It is these privately published editions that Pen etc are delighted to offer.

With scenes varying from the ethereal Mount Fuji, to Kahlo-esque portraits of women in 
flowers, it is clear to see why Munakata has gained such worldwide respect, and is often 
referred to as the Japanese Picasso. 
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Hanashizume no Saku
鎮花の柵

This stunning print depicts a woman lounging in a bed of flowers.

The gradient of reds, greens and purples create a stunning backdrop to contrast the heavy black 
imagery. 

An exquisite lithograph produced on a very textural Japanese ‘washi’ paper, published by 
Yaskawa as part of their collaborative calendar project.

Dimensions: 34.4 x 31cm approx.
Original Printing Date: 1984

Medium: Lithograph



FugakuTaikankanzu
富嶽大観々図

A very special ink painting depicting a panoramic view of Mount Fuji, with accompanying 
Japanese poem, waka, also written by Munakata. 

The original painting produced in the early 70’s, and this fantastic condition lithograph published 
posthumously by Munakata’s close friend and publisher Yaskawa.

An exquisite lithograph produced on a very textural Japanese ‘washi’ paper, published by 
Yaskawa as part of their collaborative calendar project.

Dimensions: 31 x 33 cm
Original Printing Date: 1972 (Litho printing date: 2020)

Medium: Lithograph



Hizakura no Saku
緋桜の柵

Truly one of our favourite Munakata prints. The scale of the woman on the paper creates a 
striking composition, only complemented further by the delicately illustrated cherry blossoms and 

beautiful lilac and orange colour palette. 

An exquisite lithograph produced on a very textural Japanese ‘washi’ paper, published by 
Yaskawa as part of their collaborative calendar project.

Dimensions: 31 x 39 cm
Original Printing Date: 1978

Medium: Lithograph



Munakatagu Shinju no Saku
宗像宮神樹の柵

Quite an abstract print, produced late in his career in 1971. The print depicts people visiting the 
Munakata Taisho, a Shinto shrine located in Fukuoka prefecture, southern Japan. The 

composition and style of this print resembles the more European, cubism style, more abstract 
than earlier works – certainly one of the prints that gave Munakata the title of ‘Japanese Picasso.’

An exquisite lithograph produced on a very textural Japanese ‘washi’ paper, published by 
Yaskawa as part of their collaborative calendar project.

Dimensions: 37.8 x 29.5 cm
Original Printing Date: 1971

Medium: Lithograph



Gyomon-hi no saku (angels(A))
魚紋妃の柵（angels(A))

This great condition lithograph, depicts a woman, referred to as the Imperial Fish Princess, 
surrounded by an array of water ripples, and of course, fish. Whilst the original print was printed in 

1953, it closely resembles Munakata’s well known work “Fish, Flower and Female Buddha,” 
produced in 1957, and now held in several important museum collections. 

An exquisite lithograph produced on a very textural Japanese ‘washi’ paper, published by 
Yaskawa as part of their collaborative calendar project.

Dimensions: 31 x 33 cm
Original Printing Date: 1953 (Litho printing date: 2020)

Medium: Lithograph



Iouseikainokei (Shiki fukumitsu Fuukei)
医王盛夏景（四季福光風景）

A lone hawk stares into the distance. A lithograph produced by Munakata and published by 
Yaskawa depicting a somewhat abstract coloured backdrop of red, orange green, purple and 

yellow – with a delicately illustrated hawk stood upon a rock. The Japanese poem (waka) also  
produced my Munakata. Munakata was very fond of hawks since seeing them for the first time on 
Mt. Hakkoda in Aomori prefecture. The second part of the title, Shiki Fukumitsu Fuukei refers to 

the  scenery of the four seasons viewed in Fukumitsu a town in Toyama prefecture that Munakata 
was evacuated to at the end of World War 2. 

 
An exquisite lithograph produced on a very textural Japanese ‘washi’ paper, published by 

Yaskawa as part of their collaborative calendar project.

Dimensions: 31 x 33 cm
Original Printing Date: 1953 (Litho printing date: 2020)

Medium: Lithograph



Minishimu no saku (Kagiroishou hangasaku)
身沁の柵（炫火頌板画柵）

This beautifully coloured print features a lone person, with a Japanese poem (waka) above. 
The poem also produced by Munakata.

The title Minishimu refers to the experience of being able to feel pain in the bones; however, in 
this scene Munakata is referring to the feeling of loneliness in nature as the feeling in your body.

An exquisite lithograph produced on a very textural Japanese ‘washi’ paper, published by 
Yaskawa as part of their collaborative calendar project.

Dimensions: 31 x 33 cm
Original Printing Date: 1950 (Litho printing date: 2020)

Medium: Lithograph



Ringohana Sinpi no saku
梨牟醐身華妃神の柵

Truly a masterpiece in Munataka’s large body of work, this beautifully executed portrait of an 
oriental women (referred to as Pear Princess) with blushed cheeks and jet black hair, framed by a 

multitude of colours and Japanese characters. 

An exquisite lithograph produced on a very textural Japanese ‘washi’ paper, published by 
Yaskawa as part of their collaborative calendar project.

Dimensions: 31 x 33 cm
Original Printing Date: 1974 (Litho printing date: 2020)

Medium: Lithograph



Ume Uguisu no saku 
梅鶯の柵（柳緑花紅頌）

A lone Japanese Bush Warbler (uguisi) sits amongst a dense plum bush (ume). Munakata 
subtitled the work ‘RyuRyokuKaKouShou’ – a word, or rather, an emotion describing the 

untouched beauty of nature; the beautiful scenery of spring. Munakata references the red plum 
and the green willow of this printed scene. In Zen Buddhism, the appearance of nature itself, 

where flowers are red and willows are green, is the state of enlightenment.

Produced in harsh, and somewhat aggressive carvings of the block, this print emphasises 
Munakata’s more European approach to printmaking; a focus on the block and the process rather 
than the final print – a strong departure from the rules, and restrictions of traditional Japanese 

prints.

An exquisite lithograph produced on a very textural Japanese ‘washi’ paper, published by 
Yaskawa as part of their collaborative calendar project.

Dimensions: 30 x 28.5 cm
Original Printing Date: 1950 (Litho printing date: 2020)

Medium: Lithograph



Wabisuke no saku
侘助の柵（柳緑花紅頌）

Two birds stand together amongst a flower bed, surrounded by dense bush – Munakata refers to 
the birds as ‘wabisuke.’ The work includes the subtitle ‘RyuRyokuKaKouShou’ – a word, or rather, 
an emotion describing the untouched beauty of nature; the beautiful scenery of spring. Munakata 

references the red flowers and the green willow of this printed scene. In Zen Buddhism, the 
appearance of nature itself, where flowers are red and willows are green, is the state of 

enlightenment.

Produced in harsh, and somewhat aggressive carvings of the block, this print emphasises 
Munakata’s more European approach to printmaking; a focus on the block and the process rather 
than the final print – a strong departure from the rules, and restrictions of traditional Japanese 

prints.

An exquisite lithograph produced on a very textural Japanese ‘washi’ paper, published by 
Yaskawa as part of their collaborative calendar project.

Dimensions: 31 x 33 cm
Original Printing Date: 1955 (Litho printing date: 2020)

Medium: Lithograph



Aki Wataru no saku (cha in jū ni-kagetsu)
秋径の柵（茶韻十二ヶ月）

Four beautifully coloured circles – a folding scroll for the traditional Japanese tea ceremony. 
Subtitled ‘Path in Autumn’ by Munakata.

An exquisite lithograph produced on a very textural Japanese ‘washi’ paper, published by 
Yaskawa as part of their collaborative calendar project.

Dimensions: 31 x 33 cm
Original Printing Date: 1956 (Litho printing date: 2020)

Medium: Lithograph



Hanami no saku (Tanizaki Utauta Hangasaku)
花見の柵（谷崎歌々板画柵）

Four ladies enjoy a traditional Japanese tea ceremony under blooming sakura cherry blossoms in 
Saga, Kyoto. The print has a gorgeous spectrum of colours, the gorgeous pinks and reds of the 

flowers, the bold yellow and blues in the kimonos, finished beautifully with the recognisable harsh 
black lines of Munakata’s woodblock

. 
An exquisite lithograph produced on a very textural Japanese ‘washi’ paper, published by 

Yaskawa as part of their collaborative calendar project.

Dimensions: 31 x 33 cm
Original Printing Date: 1956 (Litho printing date: 2020)

Medium: Lithograph



Ika tenjin no saku
怒天神の柵

An Angry Heavenly God (Ika Tenjin) stares directly out of the paper in this harsh, and high 
contrasty print by Munakata. The God, in dark, heavy costume sits on delicately detailed mat.

Produced in harsh, and somewhat aggressive carvings of the block, this print emphasises 
Munakata’s more European approach to printmaking; a focus on the block and the process rather 
than the final print – a strong departure from the rules, and restrictions of traditional Japanese 

prints.

An exquisite lithograph produced on a very textural Japanese ‘washi’ paper, published by 
Yaskawa as part of their collaborative calendar project.

Dimensions: 31 x 33 cm
Original Printing Date: 1956 (Litho printing date: 2020)

Medium: Lithograph



Nemu no saku (Damashigawa Hangamaki)
花見の柵（谷崎歌々板画柵）

A meditating buddha site in the corner of this print, with a Japanese poem (waka) on the right 
handside (the waka also written by Munakata).

The works subtitle Damishagawa refers to the Damashi River; a river in Nanto City, Toyama 
Prefecture, where Munakata Shiko was evacuated towards the end of World War II. People 

believe that there is a water demon (河童) living in the Damishi river that tricks people; the term 
Damashi also means ‘deceive.’

An exquisite lithograph produced on a very textural Japanese ‘washi’ paper, published by 
Yaskawa as part of their collaborative calendar project.

Dimensions: 31 x 33 cm
Original Printing Date: 1948 (Litho printing date: 2020)

Medium: Lithograph



Saijaku no saku (Ryuryokukakoushou)
彩雀の柵（柳緑花紅頌）

A lone sparrow (uguisi) sits amongst a dense bush. Munakata subtitled the work                    
‘RyuRyokuKaKouShou’ – a word, or rather, an emotion describing the untouched beauty of nature; 

the beautiful scenery of spring. Munakata references the red plum and the green willow of this 
printed scene. In Zen Buddhism, the appearance of nature itself, where flowers are red and willows 

are green, is the state of enlightenment.

Produced in harsh, and somewhat aggressive carvings of the block, this print emphasises 
Munakata’s more European approach to printmaking; a focus on the block and the process rather 
than the final print – a strong departure from the rules, and restrictions of traditional Japanese 

prints.

An exquisite lithograph produced on a very textural Japanese ‘washi’ paper, published by 
Yaskawa as part of their collaborative calendar project.

Dimensions: 31 x 33 cm
Original Printing Date: 1955 (Litho printing date: 2020)

Medium: Lithograph



About the Artist
Shikō Munakata (1903-1975) was a Japanese artist, world-renowned for his woodblock prints 
and his role in popularising both the shin-hanga and mingei movements in the West. Munakata’s  
distinctive and harsh take on print making gained worldwide attention in the mid 20th Century: 
in the Eastern World, this was a result of his departure from more traditional production 
techniques whilst still maintaining the cultural subject matter of Buddha, flowers and similar 
everyday imagery. Whereas in the West, the prints were produced in a style not too dissimilar 
from the European abstract and modernist artists, which in turn gained Munakata the nickname 
of ‘Japanese Picasso.’ One can easily see the similarties between the two artists.

An interesting observation is noticing that Picasso and his French peers were influenced by the 
work of the earlier Japanese printmakers, notably Hokusai, which in turn influenced Munakata; 
the influence really travelled full circle within artistic circles in the 19th and 20th centuries.

Online database ArteLino state that: “At the age of 23 Munakata Shiko saw a woodblock print by 
Sumio Kawakami and decided to try woodblocks himself. Under the guidance of Unichi Hiratuka 
he learned the art of making moku-hanga – woodblock prints. Three years later he exhibited 4 
woodblocks at the Shunyokai exhibition.”

“After World War II had ended, the artist became famous outside Japan. His works were shown at 
the Lugano Print Exhibition in 1952, the Sao Paulo Biannual in 1955, the Venice Biannual in 1956. 
In each of these exhibitions he was awarded with first prizes. After these successful exhibition, 
Munakata went to the U.S., where he lectured at different universities and had numerous solo 
exhibitions.”

Throughout his life Munakata was a practicing Buddhist, and thus many of his woodcuts and 
lithographs feature Buddhist iconography and religious subject matter. Many other works 
feature explicitly Japanese subject matter: Mount Fuji, mythical tales and Japanese legends.

Throughout his life Munakata worked closely with friend and publisher, Yaskawa of the Yaskawa 
Electronic Company. From 1958 Yaskawa produced an annual edition of 12 lithographs, released 
in the form of a calendar (the prints were intended to be removed from the calendars) – the 
editions were gifted exclusively to top clients, and close friends of Yaskawa and Munakata, and 
thus were not readily available to purchase. Produced in highly textural Japanese washipaper, 
the lithographs were meticulously produced in order to perfectly embody the feeling and 
emotion of Munakata’s original paintings and carvings.

In a statement from Yaskawa Global, Munakata discussed the calendar project and described 
how: “He wanted others to draw from life, to enjoy beautiful scenery, and to experience the 
delicacies of provincial areas. The calendars make it clear that he wanted others to enjoy the 
journey as well.”

These truly original collections were the result of close collaboration between Master Munakata 
and Yaskawa both in the planning and in the journey to gather the materials that were used. 
“No one was more enthusiastic about making the calendar’s truly great works of art than Master 
Munakata himself.”



Pen etc.
Since forming in 2012 Pen etc has hosted exhibitions internationally for a variety of 
artists. Covering group shows, retrospectives, fairs, and solo showcases Pen etc aims to 
confidently, and competently showcase artists’ work both in the traditional gallery sense, 
as well as pushing the boundaries of curatorial restrictions. The editions we publish aim 
to reinforce our passion for haptic quality within the art industry; the presence of the 
artist should be felt. 
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